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Abstract 
  

This instrumental case study describes students’ experiences in an academic cluster 

gateway course through social justice service-learning as civic learning pedagogy. The 

case under study recognized institutional factors supporting participatory off-campus 

community learning, and social justice service-learning as a type of civic learning peda-

gogy.   
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Introduction 

 

Higher education currently provides experiences necessary to fulfill individual Americans’ eco-

nomic interests (Braskamp, 2011; Nagda, Gurin, & Lopez, 2003). However, post-secondary 

learning does not engage all its students in preparation for public service and civic leadership 

(Barber, 2012; Bok, 2006; Butin, 2012; Enos, 2015; Pedersen, Meyer, & Hargrave, 2015). In 

2012, the United States Department of Education (USDOE), the American Association of Col-

leges and Universities (AAC&U), and the Global Perspective Institute (GPI) developed a task 

force to evaluate civic learning in higher education. This group provided recommendations to the 

USDOE and called on higher education “to embrace civic learning and democratic engagement 

as an undisputed educational priority…That will require constructing educational environments 

where education for democracy and civic responsibility is pervasive, not partial; central, not pe-

ripheral” (The National Task Force on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement, 2012, p. 6). 

A Crucible Moment: College Learning and Democracy’s Future is rooted in the idea that the 

United States is experiencing a “civic recession.” How can higher education develop the im-

portance of civic responsibility for its students? How will college and universities intentionally 

shepherd students toward these ways of being? Perhaps, educators might facilitate civic learning 

pedagogy through social justice and service-learning. 
Experiences through classrooms and service in communities are tied to learners’ ambi-

tions, intrapersonal abilities, and desire to act (Mitchell, Richard, Battistoni, Rost-Banik, Netz, & 

Zakoske, 2015). Although there have been numerous attempts, since the inclusion of service-

learning in higher education, to incorporate democratic principles into this learning, these at-

tempts have not always been a priority (Battistoni, 2000; Hartman, 2013; Saltmarsh & Hartley, 

2011). Students not engaged in academic and community experiences with opportunities for crit-

ical reflection on civic understanding do not develop civic-minded habits (Dostilio, 2012). Lev-
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ine (2013) recognized that to develop civic learning through service-learning, student involve-

ment must include collaborative relationships that require deliberation in the civic realm.  
The gateway course to a privilege and poverty academic cluster, promoted students’ sus-

tained inquiry into social justice. This course provided an interdisciplinary study exposing stu-

dents to a variety of topics from across the college related to privilege and poverty. The use of 

service-learning pedagogy supports academic programs in community engagement “as a training 

ground and incubator for the social and civic mission of a public democracy” (Butin, 2010, p. 

108). Students may or may not become anthropologists, authors, or mathematicians, but they will 

become members of local and global communities (Butin, 2012; Mitchell, 2007, 2008).  
The Association of American Colleges & Universities (2007, 2013) promotes the inclu-

sion of the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to develop as a critical thinker and en-

gaged citizen, through experiential learning as service-learning pedagogy. Academic programs in 

community engagement support students’ development as local and global citizens. Courses 

blending a theoretical perspective on topics of social justice with community engagement are 

central to how students change their perspectives. 
This study worked from previous studies focused on the impact of experiential learning 

as transformative pedagogy through a course’s design. However, this study looked at civic learn-

ing from students’ perspectives through experiential social justice service-learning pedagogy. 

Perspective transformation as an indicator of personal attitudes and behaviors strongly correlates 

with an individual’s actions (Brown, 2013; Butin, 2012; Deeley, 2010; Levine, 2013; Mitchell, 

2015; Mitchell et al., 2015; Stevens-Long, Sharpiro, & McClintock, 2012). Identifying factors 

that contribute to transformative learning experiences (impact on civic perspective) as students 

perceive them is valuable for replicating experiential pedagogy as a type of civic learning. This 

study describes the conditions for possible transformations in students’ civic perspectives 

through social justice service-learning. Researchers believe that student participation in civic 

learning during college increases civic capacity and a willingness to partake in such work after 

graduation (Barber, 2012; Bringle & Clayton, 2012; Mitchell et al., 2015; Saltmarsh, Hartley, & 

Clayton, 2009; The National Task Force on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement, 2012; 

Yorio & Ye, 2012).  
 

Review of Literature 

 
The potential for civic learning to increase civic participation among students in higher 

education has led many educators to experiential learning. A benefit of service-learning as an 

experiential learning initiative is that it provides an understanding of communities and academic 

work, as students collaborate in class and off campus (Boland, 2014; Chan, 2012; Jacoby, 2009, 

2015; Jones, LePau, & Robinson, 2013; Mitchell, 2007). 
Experiential learning, however, may fall short of realizing the benefits found in the re-

search. Often, service-learning, as a widely adopted curricular and instructional practice in the 

United States, does not go beyond assistance through service (Butin, 2007, 2010; Mitchell 2007, 

2008; Westheimer & Kahne, 2007). Social justice in combination with service-learning presents 

opportunities to form relationships with communities off campus to thereby address underlying 

inequities and societal injustices (Butin, 2007, 2010; Mitchell 2007, 2008). Various researchers 

and practitioners write about and implement social justice service-learning, providing an inter-

pretation of its pedagogy. The social justice service-learning model put forth by Mitchell (2007, 
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2008), a leading expert on this type of service-learning, was used to describe civic learning in 

this study.  
Mitchell (2007, 2008), in her seminal works, identifies four essential components of suc-

cessful social justice service-learning: attention to the political foundations of social matters, 

questioning the distribution of power in society, development of productive relationships be-

tween post-secondary institutions and their communities, and creation of social-change agents. 

Mitchell (2008) describes traditional service-learning as “service without attention to systems of 

inequality” and a social justice approach as one that is “unapologetic in its aim to dismantle 

structures of injustice” (p. 50). Students and community members are engaged in analyzing the 

systems of society in order to recognize leverage points for social change, to overcome societal 

inequities. Civic learning requires social justice service-learning pedagogy to create reciprocal 

campus-community partnerships in which community issues and concerns are truly as important 

as intended academic outcomes. 
Butin (2007) and Westheimer and Kahne (2007) position social justice service-learning 

as an approach to service-learning that has the greatest potential to achieve social change. Mitch-

ell (2008) identified social justice service-learning as “working to redistribute power amongst all 

participants in the service-learning relationship, developing authentic relationships in the class-

room and in the community, and working from a social change perspective” (p. 50). Social jus-

tice service-learning asks those engaged in service to “uncover the root causes that perpetuate the 

needs addressed by their service sites” (Mitchell, 2007, p. 105), instead of marginalizing those 

who receive services. Mitchell’s (2008) identification of social justice service-learning as differ-

ent from traditional service-learning recognizes the outcomes for the two forms of service as 

charity in contrast to social justice. To achieve consideration of one’s civic perspective, social 

justice service-learning is examined as an example of civic learning. 
Civic learning has many definitions and characteristics (Jacoby, 2009, 2015; Levine, 

2007). With somewhat varied definitions of civic learning, students develop civic habits differ-

ently through curricular and co-curricular programs on college and university campuses in the 

United States. However, common attributes of civic learning include: facilitating meaningful ac-

tion to improve one’s communities, building the capacity and desire to make a difference, ad-

vancing students’ civic knowledge, and civic participation as a means to transform people’s per-

spectives (AAC&U, 2007; Braskamp, 2011; Campus Compact 2015; Carnegie Foundation, 

2015; Colby, Beaumont, Ehrlick, & Corngold, 2007; Cress, Burack, Giles, Elkins, & Stevens, 

2009; Gould, 2011; Hatcher, 2011; Harkavy, 2006; Jacoby, 2009, 2015; Lough, McBride, & 

Sherraden, 2009; Levine, 2007, 2013; Saltmarsh, 2005; Saltmarsh et al., 2009; The National 

Task Force on Civic Learning and Democratic Engagement, 2012; Torney-Purta, Cabrera, 

Roohr, Liu, & Rios, 2015). 
 

Methodology 
 

Using a bounded case methodology, a single instrumental case study, was used to analyze 

this academic cluster’s gateway course. Stake (1995) identifies an instrumental case study as a 

means for understanding a phenomenon, towards the awareness of a case. This instrumental case 

study (Stake, 1995) described a specific phenomenon within a descriptive case (Yin, 2009). This 

instrumental case study described social justice service-learning, as the case, and students’ civic 

perspectives as the case’s phenomenon.  
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Participants and Context 

 
The gateway course is located at a small college in the northeastern part of the United 

States. For more than 200 years, the college has provided a liberal arts education, recognizing 

learning within and beyond the classroom. As the school looks to further its efforts in civic learn-

ing, they are broadening their use of experiential learning pedagogy. 
The school developed an academic cluster on privilege and poverty, for which the entry 

into the cluster is a gateway course.1 The cluster is a series of courses from a variety of depart-

ments, in which issues of poverty and privilege comprise the theory of the course to be applied in 

its communities. The cluster, rather than an academic major, provides a structure for long-term 

gains from theory and community engagement. The college’s gateway course into this academic 

cluster asks students to consider privilege and poverty through topics such as food security, edu-

cation, and health care. Through various frameworks, students develop perspectives on what an 

ethical society owes people living in poverty. Individuals consider their civic perspectives 

through readings, class discussions, presentations, writings, and semester projects. Reflection 

informs development of personal positions on privilege and poverty, leading to action during 

semester projects. As examples of social justice service-learning, semester projects allow stu-

dents to connect the somewhat theoretical course readings and conversations with experiences of 

real people in their communities. 
The gateway course into the academic cluster facilitates social justice service-learning, 

for students to consider their social justice perspectives through experiences of civic learning. 

Course goals include: a) recognition of one’s beliefs when using“inequality,” “privilege,” and 

“poverty;” b) exposure to interdisciplinary definitions and assessments of “inequality,” “privi-

lege,” and “poverty;” c) understanding of a variety of frameworks to analyze and assess, individ-

ual and group social responsibility to those in conditions of poverty.  
Students developed an understanding of inequity through various curricular documents. 

A few of the readings about privilege and poverty in the United States included David K. 

Shipler, from The Working Poor: Invisible in America (2004); Robert Rector and Rachel Shef-

field, from “Air Conditioning, Cable TV, and an Xbox: What Is Poverty in the United States To-

day?” (2011); and, selections from Reinhold Niebuhr’s Moral Man and Immoral Society” 

(1932). Guest speakers also provide experiences through a presentations and discussions of pov-

erty and privilege. A professor of economics discussed domestic and global understandings of 

inequality and its measurement throughout in the United States and the world.  
Readings about “privilege” and social responsibility included Garrett Hardin’s “Lifeboat 

Ethics: The Case Against Helping the Poor” (1974); Peter Singer’s Practical Ethics (1979) and 

his “Famine, Affluence, and Morality” (1972); John Rawls’s 1967 “Distributive Justice” (Free-

man, 1999). The film Inequality for All (Dungan, Chaiken, & Kornbluth, 2013) was incorporated 

to help students understand privilege. In addition, student-led discussions about the causes and 

consequences of poverty and privilege were developed. Readings, discussions, documentaries, 

role-plays and guest speakers were included in this course, as they relate to race, class, or any-

thing else influencing privilege, poverty, and power. 
While enrolled in this course, students experienced social justice service-learning off 

campus. Students participated in semester projects to connect the theory from readings and dis-

cussions with specific experiences of privilege or poverty in the county. The Director of Com-

                                                         
1. References to the course, and its syllabus, are from James Calvin Davis’s Privilege and Poverty: The Ethics 

of Economic Inequality, Middlebury College, fall of 2015. 
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munity Engagement and the course’s professor provided service-learning opportunities in part-

nership with local organizations. Lived experiences to consider one’s civic perspective were fa-

cilitated through first-hand experiences on issues related to poverty off-campus. Semester project 

field experiences were supported through the school’s annual Action Fair. At the Action Fair 

community agencies and student service organizations presented community engagement oppor-

tunities for students’ semester projects.   
Semester projects required students to keep a journal of experiences in their communities. 

Conversations during the class connected students’ semester projects off-campus to the course 

material. At the end of the course students represented the work from their semester projects by 

submitting a journal, essay, visual representation of the work, or some other example of their 

learning. Students were expected to be involved in their semester projects for approximately 

eight weeks.  
A sampling of semester project offerings included: the local Parent/Child Center, a vol-

unteer-based organization providing food and housing, a locally funded poverty relief group, an 

organization providing local residents with food, shelter, and housing during times of emergen-

cy, an on-campus organization sourcing locally affordable food, and area public schools.  There 

are also a number of college-created organizations supporting those in the community experienc-

ing poverty. Through these social justice service-learning experiences, students in the gateway 

course moved outside their “normal” experiences as college students to examine privilege and 

poverty within their off-campus communities.  
Past participants in the gateway course were eligible for this instrumental case study. An 

email/letter invitation to known alumni, 34 in total, from the fall of 2015 course was sent by the 

professor to establish participants willing to be in this study. The target number of participants 

from the fall 2015 course was between six and eight students.  
The course consisted of students of diverse ethnicities and many first generation college 

students. The participants for the study came from rural and urban settings throughout the United 

States. The primary source of data for this study came through individual interviews. Interviews 

were used to explore participants’ civic perspectives resulting from social justice service-

learning as an example of civic pedagogy. Semi-structured interviews were used in this study 

because they are “sufficiently structured to address specific topics related to the phenomenon of 

study, while leaving space for participants to offer new meanings to the study focus” (Galletta, 

2013, p. 24). Therefore, semi-structured, 60-minute interviews were carried out and represent the 

primary data set for this study. 
 

Data Collection and Analysis  

 
Ponterotto (2005) writes that researchers can recognize the meaning of life experiences 

by considering participants’ experiences. An understanding of students’ social justice service-

learning experiences in the gateway course were used, to better understand participants’ civic 

perspectives.  
The use of curricular documents, student artifacts (journal reflections, final papers, pic-

tures from students’ semester projects, and presentation documents), and five class observations 

were carried out by the researcher to represent social justice and service-learning as civic learn-

ing. Observations included technical information such as date, time, and place, as well as de-

scriptions of activities related to social justice service-learning as civic learning. Interviews pro-

vided opportunities to compare data about the pedagogy of the gateway course as civic learning.  
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The six participants in this study experienced their semester projects at a variety of sites. 

Two students volunteered at an organization providing basic food and housing to those in need. 

Another worked at an organization assisting people with access to necessary resources to meet 

their own basic needs. One student worked at an organization providing local residents with 

food, shelter, and housing during times of emergency. Another student’s semester project was to 

assist an on-campus organization source locally affordable healthy food for its communities. An-

other student worked at an area public school assisting low income students access higher educa-

tion.   
A sampling of questions used in this study included: 
 

How would you describe your experience working on your semester project?  
 

Can you describe some of the ways in which you found yourself thinking about your se-

mester project in relation to the course’s content? 

 
Did you feel as if you changed at all as a result of your semester project? 

 
Can you describe a situation/event where the change occurred and if so, what do you 

think contributed to this?  

 
Has the experience of being in this course changed you at all?  If so how? 

 
What was it that made that change possible? 

 
What was the most memorable moment of the course and what made this moment memo-

rable? 

 
From the interviews, first cycle In Vivo, and second-cycle Pattern coding were used to 

develop codes, categories, and themes during data analysis (Creswell, 2013; Saldana, 2013; 

Stake, 1995). To analyze the accuracy of the findings triangulation was used. Creswell (2013) 

describes triangulation as a process of verification of evidence from different individuals (partic-

ipants and peers), types of data (transcribed interviews and field notes), or methods of data col-

lection (documents, artifacts, observations, and interviews) to support the findings and their rela-

tive themes. When researchers document a code or theme in different sources of data, the process 

of triangulation is evident, and greater validity is provided to the study (Creswell, 2012, 2013).  
This study, although informative, was narrow in scope. The instrumental case study fo-

cused on six participants of a single course and is not a representative sample of social justice 

service-learning as civic pedagogy throughout the country. Twenty-eight students did not agree 

to be interviewed in this study. It is unknown whether those students who did not agree to partic-

ipate would have had similar perspectives to those interviewed. Further research should be de-

signed to gather insights about students’ baseline entry knowledge of social justice and experi-

ences with service in communities, to better determine their effects on civic learning. Selected 

qualitative and quantitative research strategies should be used to conduct studies with students, 

pre- and post-service, to continue examining the results of experiential course design, with larger 

sample sizes, to identify learning that helps to develop a civic perspective. More generally, re-

searchers should begin to formally seek permission to collect ongoing data from incoming and 
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existing students involved in experiential courses to determine the effectiveness of these courses’ 

pedagogy. Discovering precise moments of civic learning in “real-time” through tweets, threaded 

discussions, and other media could be explored to better support and identify specific moments 

in which students’ perspectives change. 
 

Findings 
 

Three significant themes emerged from the analysis of the data collected. The themes in-

clude: 1) institutional factors, 2) participatory off-campus learning, and 3) social justice service-

learning as an example of civic learning pedagogy. 
 

Institutional factors 
 

Administrative support for the course and its existence within an academic cluster al-

lowed learning through experiential pedagogy, which provided very active college students with 

civic knowledge and civic participation. One participant stated, “The academic cluster has expe-

riential learning which is really great. A student can take whatever courses they want [about priv-

ilege and poverty] and participate in internships and other community engagement opportuni-

ties.” Another student stated, 

 
I understand the importance of in class learning, but to be able to connect what you’ve 

learned in class to the community, is of great importance. It isn’t until we are able to 

translate the knowledge that we gain in the classroom into our community, that we’ve ac-

tually done anything with the knowledge we possess.   

 
The framework within which the course existed provided institutional support through 

community engagement. This case study recognizes the value of experiential pedagogy as an ac-

cepted practice that acknowledges the privilege of traditional learning and the benefits of applied 

learning through its communities. A student said, “I can learn traditionally, in this class I am 

looking at lenses of theoretical articles about privilege and poverty, but actually going out into 

the community and connecting [theory] to an experience of some kind is taking action while 

learning.” The continued emergence of experiential courses combining academic content with 

experiences in communities promotes a civic perspective through applied learning within exist-

ing courses. Through the Office of Community Engagement and the gateway course examples of 

social justice service-learning and civic learning pedagogy emerged.  
 

Participatory off-campus community learning 
 

This study showed students’ willingness to go outside of their local communities on 

campus influenced their civic perspectives. A participant stated, “connecting with people who 

have fundamentally different lives than I do, and finding a connection through a shared language, 

or a shared culture, or a shared experience of some kind” occurred through this individual’s in-

teractions with the migrant workers in her community. Extending from participation in the 

course content, students’ experiences in their off-campus communities engaged their learning 

and provided opportunities to apply course readings and ideas through action during their semes-

ter projects (Bringle & Hatcher, 1995; Furco, 1996; Jacoby, 2015). Experiences off campus 
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helped build the capacity for members of the course to connect their service-learning experiences 

with the class readings, presentations and discussions of privilege and poverty. A student de-

scribed a greater understanding of community: “the way that I think about privilege and poverty 

in my community and in the world has changed. Also, how I perceive myself and my role in the 

greater community of the County has changed [as a result of this class].” The students inter-

viewed identified connections with people in the college’s town and the county as an outcome of 

their course experiences (Bettez & Hytten, 2013; Butin, 2007; Jacoby, 2009, 2015; Kumashiro, 

2000, 2004; Mitchell, 2008). 
The successes and lessons learned off campus could immediately be applied in the class-

room, connecting the theoretical concepts of privilege and poverty to students’ engaged learning 

in their communities (Chan, 2012; King, 2004; Kiley, 2005; Pedersen et al., 2015). A participant 

mentioned, “it was interesting to work on [a semester project] through the perspective of the 

class because I felt my direct responsibilities [at the organization] didn’t really tie in with discus-

sions from class because the readings were really philosophical.”  This student went on to say, 

“the class really forced me to take a moment and think, ‘okay, I’m interpreting medical appoint-

ments but WHY (said with emphasis), why do people NEED (emphasis) interpreters, what is re-

ally behind all of that?’” Students brought theory and experience into the classroom through the 

content of the course and their applied learning experiences.  
A student stated that the course “combines experiential learning off-campus while reflect-

ing on yourself, and diving into really, really dense ethical readings.” Too often, classroom prac-

tice does not seem completely applicable to the “outside” because students, without having expe-

rienced real-world connections, struggle to turn theory into practice (Dewey, 1938; Freire, 1994 

[1970]; Kolb, 1984; Kolb & Kolb, 2005). Another student said, “I think when talking about priv-

ilege and poverty it is really important to not just learn academically what that is, there is a lot 

that books don’t teach us.” In civic participation, the theory of a class implemented in practice 

and reflected upon guides student learning (Enos, 2015; Jacoby, 2009, 2015; Levine, 2007; 

Saltmarsh et al., 2009; Westheimer & Kahne, 2004).  A participant reflected through the course, 

“I reassessed who I am, what I deserve, and how I got to where I am. I thought a lot about why I 

was given opportunities and how I can maximize the amount of change I want to make.” The 

gateway course facilitated civic learning pedagogy through social justice service-learning. 
 

Social justice service-learning as civic learning  
 

Social justice service-learning facilitated in the academic cluster provided theory of so-

cial justice with practical application through service in communities. A student mentioned, “[the 

class] started [with our] talking about definitions of poverty, and then a professor from the Eco-

nomics Department who does studies on poverty came in and talked about really concrete [eco-

nomic] policies.” Students considered the political foundations of domestic and global poverty as 

a matter of social justice. Another student stated that “I was keeping a journal, because I was 

supposed to, but [the semester project site] they just saw me volunteering. [But,] from my point 

of view I was using different lenses to think about my experiences.” This learning established an 

environment conducive to civic learning through experience and reflection. A participant said 

that through the semester project, their understanding of where their “prejudices stand” was of 

value. This student went on to conclude, “it’s great to learn from papers and authors, but I think 

it’s also important to acknowledge the privilege we have as college students, no matter where 
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you come from, this happened during my semester project.” Evidence of students’ civic learning 

existed with their questions about their place in society.   
Changes students hoped to seek in the world were demonstrated, during the gateway 

course, as a participant stated, “we talked a lot about privilege as a class and the course forced 

me to reflect on my privilege as a college student. This class has changed my thoughts about 

volunteering and my moral obligation to better communities through equality.”  Another men-

tioned wanting to change the direction of their semester project organization: “I do want to do 

that because I think the way they are [providing their service] right now is inefficient and fur-

thers a social divide.” A student talked about their semester project organization obtaining 501c3 

status as a nonprofit. The student continued, “we also learned in January that we are now able to 

accept food stamps. Experiences such as this and the course reshaped the way I think about mor-

als, ethics and our obligation to the greater good of society.” Another participant stated, “I have 

learned the importance of inequality [through the gateway course] which is what drove me to do 

my semester project. The overarching goal of the organization I am working at is to lessen the 

[inequality] gap.” Another participant stated, “what are the gaps in the system that prevent [their 

semester project site] from putting itself out of business? I wonder, what is causing the need for 

the services offered?”  This individual went on to state during their interview that they continue 

to work at their semester project site and want to be a part of an Non-Governmental Organization 

after graduation. Finally, a student commented, “everyone [in class] had a common goal, and un-

derstanding, that the work we were doing was important to people's lives. We all wanted to make 

a difference in the community and help people overcome poverty.” 
Social justice service-learning as an example of civic learning existed in this gateway 

course. A participant said, “realizing I wasn’t comfortable [at the semester project] was shocking 

to me and really unfortunate. A lot of people like to think that, [people in poverty] are just like 

us, it’s sad to know that’s not true for me, yet.” Experiences with the inequitable distribution of 

resources provided opportunity to examine one’s civic perspective. Deeley (2010), Gurin-Sands, 

Gurin, Nagda, & Osuna, (2012), Nagda et al. (2003), Nagda, Gurin, Sorenson, Gurin-Sands, & 

Osuna, (2009), Nohl (2015), Pedersen et al. (2015), and Storms (2012) emphasize the positive 

outcomes of experiential pedagogy, in this study social justice service-learning, and potential 

personal transformation directed towards future action. A student stated: “This class has made 

me more aware of the issues of privilege and poverty. For example, the Flint water situation in 

Michigan I can tie into what I’ve learned in class and how to brainstorm for positive change.” 

Experiential and transformative experiences were facilitated through this gateway course.  
 

Implications 
 

Insights into the institutional factors that affect students’ civic perspectives; civic benefits 

from opportunities for service off campus; and facilitation of social justice service-learning were 

represented through this gateway course. 
Through interviews and class observations, students voiced the sentiment that more stu-

dents should have experiences in social justice service-learning. A participant stated towards the 

end of an interview, “everyone at the college should take this course because there are many dif-

ferent social problems that can be looked at through the lenses of privilege and poverty; it was a 

beautiful combination of theory and practice that others should experience.” With the support of 

administration, faculty, and staff, all students could have a better understanding of their commu-

nities locally and globally through various events leading to new learning and service in their 
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communities. Therefore, a commitment through the structures (policies, procedures, and pro-

grams) of the college might be established to ensure that all students have experiences to develop 

civic knowledge and participation prior to graduation (Kolb & Kolb, 2005). 
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